
atx'ANDARD EOUIPMENT includes
(luards, vee belts, straight fences, horse
r;lroe fence, fence springs, brake (fitted with
rnicro switch), loose top piece with slotted
(;utter collars, spacing collars and nut,
9¡rr-.rating spanners, instruction manual and
ck;<;trical equipment including reversing
switch and isolator.

OPTIONAt EOUtpMENT inctudes ring
qyald 91d fence, square block, Ball Bearin!
Slotted Collars, French Spindle, Shaws typõ
G-uard.. with Springs, Setting Stand 

'for
Moulding Blocks, Tenoning Attachment,
Stair Routing Attachment, -Wobble 

Saw,
Dove_tailing Attachment, ôircular Wedge_
lock Moulding Heads and a wide,"l"ci¡on-ot
Cutters.

\
;;p;,í_);;:!CAT!ON

I; I,\NI]ARD DIAMETER TOP PIECE

J;I'INt)LE RISE AND FALL

W()NK CAPACITY

IABLE SIZE

IABLE HEIGHT
"TAt]LE CENTRE RING OPENINGS

FENCE PTATE SIZE (2)

DIAME]'ËR OF SLOTTED COLLARS

SPACING COLLAR SIZES (3)

SPINDLE SPEEDS

HORSE POWER OF MOTOR (3 phase)

FLOOR SPACE: LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

1+"

6"

6" deep

32" x32"

34"

1%",2%",6" ú9"
18" x 6"

3"

2" dia. x 1"

2" dia.x1*"

2" dia.x2"

32mm

153mm

153mm deep

8i3 x 813mm

864mm

36,64, 152&229mm

457 x 153mm

76mm

50mm dia. x 25mm

50mm dia. x 38mm

50mm dia. x 50mm

3000 ancJ 6000 r.p.m

4kw
1117mm

889mm

1143mm

5.5 hp

44"

35"

45"
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A.s constant endeavour is.mqle to improve goods of Dominion Manufacture, actual products may
differ in some details from the illustration's.

Telephone 0422 202258 / I
Telex 517095

Machine Code Netr Weight Gross Weight Case Size
,B.C.Y.'

BACCAY 1Ocwt 1qr-525k9 14cvvt 1qr -725k9 49.5ft3 - 1.39m3

Hipperholme Halifax HX3 8JG England.
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SPINDLE MOUTDER
TYPE'B.C.Y.'

CUTTER SETTING STAND

Enables both square and circular heads together
with tenoning heads and solid Dado heads-to be
set qu¡ckly and easily. Will accepr 1*" (32mm)
bore blocks.

The 'B.C.Y.' Spindle Moulder has been built on
heavy lines and its construction incorporates the
utmost rigidity and strength. The weight of any
spindle moulder is considered to be of þaramount
importance a nd we must theref ore draw you r atten-
tion to this feature. Precision built throughout the
machine is capable of producing work to the highest
degrees of accuracy.

BODY

The main frame is a heavy one-piece cast¡ng w¡th
a hinged door at the side to give easy access to all
working parts.

MAIN SPINDLE

The spindle is precision-ground and mounted in
heavy bearings for rigidity. Machined from the
solid, the spindle takes loose top pieces which are
located in the internally tapered section and which
are secured by a phosphor-bronze nut, giving no
possible rise to distortion. All the parts ãre care-
fully balanced for operating on two speeds.

TABLE

The table js of heavy construction, strongly ribbed
and carrying three rings at the centre. ihe rings
are.easily removed and replaced when necessary
and are located by pins.

HORSESHOE FENCE

The fences are of the very latest design of ample
size and adjustable in each plane withbut the use
of spanners. The horseshoe guards and fences
completely enclose the spindle for maximum
safety. The fences are drilled for the fitting of
wooden front pieces if required.

SPINDLE BRAKE

A hand brake is fitted and operated from the front
of the machine close ro the spindle lock. Th; ha;e
brake .automatically operates the microÃwitch
which in turn stops the machine immediately.

MOTOR AND CONTROL GEAR

The machine is powered by a S.Shp (4kW) motor
mou.nte.d on hinged brackets for simple vee belt
tensioning and changing speed.
The motor is operated through a direct on-line
push button starter f¡tted w¡th ihree thermal over_
loads and no volt release. Reversing switch and
isolator are also supplied all wired aid ready for
connection to the mains supply.
Electrical equipment can be fitted to suit either
single or three phase supply, full particulars of
current supply should be given with enquiries and
orders.
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The Twin Wedgelock Head in its simplest and
cheapest form, 41" fi24mml diameter. {T" (25mm)
wide to take 2 cutters only.

TWIN WEDGELOCK

CUTTER HEADS

dia. Width
GUARDS

The guards are designed so as to enable users to
comply with the Factories Act and Regulations.
Special attention has been paid to chip disposal;
two chipping exhaust outlets discharge to the side
and to the reãr of the machine, which can be fitted
to existing dust extraction units.

Bore
X cutter

"x2cutter U

x 2 cutter U

cutter U

to
to

to
to

to
to

to
to
to

X U

STANDARD EOUIPMENT

Top piece complete with spacing collars, slotted
cuiter collars and nut, horseshoeience and guaÍd,
fence and table springs, spring loaded lockiñg pin
for spindle, brake operating microswitch, set or

spanners, vee-belts, s.strp (-+kw) totally enclosed
motor, push button startãr fitted with bverloads,
no-volt 

'release 
and single phasing prevention

device, reversing switch and isolator.
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X

X X

x1* x 2 cutter

x1 " x 4 cutter
X x 4 cutter

x 2 cutter
x 4cutter U

to

to
to

X x 2 cutter
x/x4cutter
X x 2 cutter
X x 4 cutter Up to 1+

Other sizes quoted on request

1

1+"

2"

2"

U

U

U

SPARES (Please quote part nos. when ordering)

Wedges Clamping Bars
Dia. W¡dth (Part Nos.) (Part Nos.)

2t"

4+"

4&"

4+"

4+"

5&"

5&"

103 (¡ï" cutters)
1M Q" cutters)
83 (¡I" cutters)
84 (*" cutters)
95 (¡tr" cutters)
96 (*" cutters)
103 e'r" cutters)
104 l+" cutters)
108 (3tr" cutters)
109 (*" cutters)

Setting Gauge from fN" to 1i" wide mould
Setting Gauge from 1*" to 2[" wide mould
Setting Gauge from2l" to 3å" wide mould
Setting Gauge Írom3l" to 4+" wide mould

E

++"

1*"

1+"

4'

1*"

z

EHS
zl0 and 41

EHS
51 and 52

EHS
53 and 54

EHS
53 and 54

EHS
57 and 58

EHS
53 and 54

ÊHS
55 and 56

(&(t
(+"

EHS 65
EHS 79
EHS 80

" cutters)
" cutters)
cutters)

EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
EHS
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ATTACHMENTS AND
ADDITIONAT EOUIPMENT
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This attachment is simple to
operate and can be fitted to any
vertical Spindle Moulder. 'Mar-
king-out' is practically eliminated
and the complete pa¡r of str¡ngs
can be cut in less time than is
normally taken in marking out.
Differing sizes of cutter supplied
from stock.
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This guard gives maximum protection to ilte
machinist and is recommended by H.M. Facro¡it.,s
lnspectors. lt gives support to the timber ixriric¡
fed just where it is required, and it is quickly arijt6.
table. Standard model supplied with top ancì r;irlc
pressure springs. Wooden pressure pads cal lte
quickly and easily changed.
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lllustration shows the new Ring Guard and [:elr,;r:
and the French Spindle. Cutter Steel in lengtlrs or
shaped cutters supplied on request.

Supplied complete with guard, sliding tablc,
cramp and cutters, this attachment will adnriL
timber 12" x5" (30Sx 127mm) and willtenon up ro
4tr" fi14mm) shoulders. Scribing cutters may al:;o
be used. 5" (127mm) shoulders can be produccrJ
with special tenoning arms available at no extra
cost.

Corrrbining simplicity with efficiency, this newly_
oest-c¡ned attachment can be used on most types of
vert¡cal spindle moulders, including the ljDom_
inion" type'B.C.y.,The two boards ãre clamped in
position using the appropriate stops provided for
::.,'1S, thus producing the dovetait and the pin
s,lrntlltaneously. The attachment is moved round
the cutting tool by hand and by using a guide bar of
trre oesrred pitch, tight or loose f its can be produced
as required.
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SPARE DOVETAIL BITS

8CS 32 BCS 33 BCS 34 BCS 35 BCS 36

t' &" *" 1" 1*"
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þ Part No.

Pitch

Guide Plates and Cutters for any of the above
pitches can be supplied on request
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TWIN WEDGELOCK

CUTTER HEADS

S

The horseshoe guards and fences completely enclose the main

spindle. The adjustment levers can be seen which enable the fence

plates to be adjusted without the use of spanners. A chipping

exhaust outlet is built into the re¿r of the Horseshoe fence, which

iogether with the outlet above the inspection door ensures rapid

chip ejection'
ör. *Dr.,-*:

,e'
.'rçg'The cutters are secured by the twin

wedge lock principal thus ensuring
rnax¡mum safety. Only a small amount of
the head is taken up by each cutter, thus
allowing a larger number of cutters for a
given diameter of head. For example, 4
cutters can be accommodated in a 4É"
(124mm) diameter head.

These cutter heads can be fitted with 3!"
or f," shaped to pattern cutters. They can
also be fitted with shoulder or scribing
cutters for cross trenching. For special
work on the Spindle Moulder, the
standard head can also be fitted to a stub
top piece by means of a small adaptor.

The only wearing parts are the standard
high tensile cap head screw and its nut
which are easily replaced without
returning the cutter head to the suppliers.

Setting the cutters is a simple operation
with the special setting gauges available.
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Side view with the inspection door open. The main spindle is

mounted in heavy bearings and the motor is mounted on hinged
brackets for simple belt tensioning and speed changing.

Shaped moulding cutters are available for slotted collars, Twin
Wedgelock Heads and Square Blocks, detailed on our mould-
ing cutter pattern sheet, which can besupplied on request. Add
to this the attachments which can be fitted to the'B.C.Y.'
Spindle Moulder, for example, the Ring Guard and fence for cir-
cu lar work, the Tenoning attach ment capa ble of cutting tenons
up to 5" (127mm) long, the Stair Routing unit and the Dove-
tailing attachment, all of which save valuable time and extend
the capability of the machine.
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Slotted Collars 3" (76mrn)
dia. lor *" thick ctrttors,
supplied as statttl¿ttrl
equipment.
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The illustration above shows our un¡que
setting gauge on a 1f," (32mm ) wide head.
The setting guages provide a cheap and
eff icient means of setting the cutters
correctly off the machine. The template in
the gauge is detachable and can be
retained f or reference f or the mould
made. For those who prefer the older
method of setting from a sample mould, a
cutter setting stand is available.

The illustration (left) shows a popular size
5É" x 1t" tl49 x 32mm) wide to take 4
cutters, with 1 cutter and clamping
mechanism removed from the head. From
this illustration the simplicity of the
working parts will be noted and the ease
with which all the parts can be cleaned.
This view also shows how two å" cutters
are used for grooving and two 3! " cutters
for moulding.
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Square Block 3]" (fl9rnrn)
square x 4+" W 4mnr) dee¡r
to carry r!" thick cutters.
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Twin Wedgelock Heads for
åí or *" thick curters. See
details pages 6 and 7.

PLUS
Ball bearing slotted collars,
to facilitate easier circular
work.
French spindle. Lengths of
cutter steel or blank cutters
available.

Wobble saw. 8" (203mml
diameter for grooving up to
1" (25mmlwide.
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